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- Tracking assignment due in two days
- Classification assignment to be assigned on Thursday
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- **Before Midterm:** Reinforcement learning
  - Policy without knowing transition or reward functions
  - **Still know state**
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- **Probabilistic Reasoning**: Now state is unknown
- Bayesian networks – state estimation/inference

- **Prior, net structure, and CPT’s known**
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- **This week**: What if they’re not known?
  - Also Bayesian networks for **classification**
  - A type of **machine learning**
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• **Next week**: Machine Learning
  – Just a taste – focus on concept learning = classification

• **Week 14**: Classical planning
  – Reasoning with first order representations
  – So far we’ve dealt with propositions
  – Back to known transitions, known state, etc.

• **Week 15**: Philosophical foundations and ethics

  It’s all about building agents

  Sense, decide, act       Maximize expected utility
Topics not covered

- Constraint satisfaction (Chapter 6)
- Knowledge representation and reasoning (Chapters 7-9, 11, 12)
- Game theory and auctions (Sections 17.5, 17.6)
- Aspects of learning (Chapters 18, 19)
- Natural language (Chapters 22, 23)
- Vision (Chapter 24)
- Robotics (Chapter 25)